CLEARING FEARS OR PHOBIAS
QUICKLY & PERMANENTLY
Growing up, as each situation is seen as
potentially dangerous, the emotion compounds
to such a degree that the person finds they
are spending more time worrying about the
Interestingly enough, many of these people, possibility of encountering the fear around the
don’t have an actual fear of something; their feared situation and avoiding anything that
fear is that they might BE fearful. They are might bring them into contact with it. Hence
the fear of the fear.
afraid of becoming\afraid of flying. So on
the way to the airport, they get gripped with
Whatever the fear or phobia, the person
fear, not about the flight itself, but by the
possibility that they might have a fear attack experiences stress and anxiety when they’re
faced with it and will try to avoid the things
on board the flight.
or situations which trigger the anxiety. But
avoiding it makes the fear or phobia worse
So what’s that about?
in the long run. Avoidance is turbo charged
fuel to the ‘fear of the fear’. It can become
Anxiety problems often run in families,
all consuming. People who live in the fear of
and a fear or phobia is one type of anxiety
problem. People who worry a lot often have the fear are more and more dominated by the
parents who have these traits. Anxiety that things they have to avoid in their life. And
their world becomes smaller and smaller.
runs in families can partly be explained by
biology and genetics. Some points of view
As you can imagine, it is critically important to
hold that the potential of certain biological
find out whether the person has a fear, or a fear
traits passed down in families may affect
the brain’s chemical regulation of mood and of the fear, because they are treated differently.
can affect how sensitive someone is or how
I have found that using systematic desensitizastrongly they react to fear cues. Another
point of view is that this reaction is learned tion – the 10 step process – works brilliantly
for the fear of the fear. But for actual, debilitatbehaviour.
ing fear, regression is the way to go. We need
to get back to the ISE, or the root of the fear,
We know that children learn by watching
and it can be in this lifetime or other lifetimes.
how their parents and others react to the
The source, of course, doesn’t matter. What
world around them. If a parent is overcautious, overprotective or overemphasizes dan- does matter is that we need to find the source,
ger, children often develop seeing the world and make sure it is THE source, then let it go.
So, happy hunting, clearing and healing.
as dangerous or potentially dangerous.
About 25% of our work in the clinic is with
clients who have some sort of fear, phobia,
or anxiety about some aspect of their life.

Raise Your Vibration-Transform Your Life!
Are you feeling overcommitted? Run down?
Dissatisfied with life? Dawn James shares some
simple and effective ways to reduce stress, remove
toxicity, regain balance and respond to life situations
with grace and ease. Learn how to raise your personal
vibration and reconnect to your Divine Wisdom and
truth!
The Book

The Workshop

Individual Session

Go To www.raiseyourvibration.ca

by Dr. Georgina Cannon - Toronto

Dr.Georgina Cannon, is Board Certified Clinical Hypnotist, a Doctor of Metaphysical Counselling, NLP Master,
Timeline practitioner, Past Life Regression and Life
Between Lives Therapist and accredited Instructor for
the National Guild of Hypnotists, the Medical and Dental
Hypnotherapy Association and the International Board of
Regression Therapies.
She is recognized by many in the media as “The Source”
for expert opinion in the field of hypnotherapy and issues
around complementary wellness treatments, and she regularly meets with medical and wellness professionals to enhance their knowledge and awareness of hypnosis and the
dynamic healing potential of soul, or past life journeys.
She is also on the Advisory Board of the National Guild
of Hypnotists. She has also been invited to the School of
Social Work at the University of Toronto developing a
special curricula for social workers.
Dr. Georgina Cannon has been featured in many national
print and broadcast news articles and television programs,
including a three-part, one-hour series on CBC Television,
broadcast in the fall of 2004. She is a regular guest on the
Shirley MacLaine website where she offers advice on past
life regression and related topics.
Her book Return: Experience the Power of the Past, Past
Life Regression and You takes the reader on a personal
journey of exploration through past life research and regression. Her second book, Discovering the Interlife has
become the ethical benchmark for all LBL sessions. Both
books are now available in audio format.
For more on Dr. Georgina Cannon, the school and clinic,
visit, www.ontariohypnosiscentre.com or call: 416 4890333 (out of town calls: 1-866-497-7469)
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